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Summary
The term “nano” refers to nano particle size from 1 to 100 nanometers. The term "nanotechnology" was first introduced by Norio
Taniguchi in 1974. Nanotechnology may be used to improve the taste and texture of food and for the production of packaging that
maintain fresh product. The primary function of packaging is to maintain the quality and safety of products during transport and
storage period, as well as to extend its viability by preventing unwanted effect agents such as microorganisms, chemical
contaminants, oxygen, moisture and light. The aim of this paper is to point out the achievements of nanotechnology in terms of
food packaging with an overview of polymers that are commonly used in food packaging, as well as strategies to improve the
physical properties of polymers, including mechanical strength, thermal stability and barrier to gases. By studing of recently
published literature, it was clear that nanomaterials such as nano polymers are trying to replace conventional materials in food
packaging. Nanosensors can be used to prove the presence of contaminants, microtoxins and microorganisms in food.
Keywords: nanomaterials, smart packaging, nanosensors

Introduction
Nanotechnology can be generally defined as fabrication
and manipulation of structures that have at least one
dimension or contain components with at least one
dimension that is approximately 1-100 nm in length.
When particle size is reduced below this threshold, the
resulting material exhibits physical and chemical
properties that are significantly different from the
properties of macroscale materials composed of the same
substance. Research in the field of nanotechnology have
risen sharply over the last decade. Nanotechnology is an
interdisciplinary field and includes chemistry, physics,
biology, engineering (Masciangioli and Zhang, 2003)
and technology. The aim of this paper is to point out the
achievements of nanotechnology in the field of food
packaging. The methods based on nanotechnology can
be used to improve the taste and texture of food, because
it is in this way possible to save nutrients such as
vitamins and reduce the concentration of fat, then the
production of packaging that maintain fresh product and
for making food packaging with intelligent sensors that
provide information on condition that the product is in
the package.
The application of polymers and biopolymers in
food packaging
Currently, there are over 30 000 different natural and
synthetic polymers. Knowing the species and
potentially harmful impact on human health is
imperative in selecting and using certain types of
polymers. It must be payed special attention to the
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selection of polymers in the food industry.
Approximately half of all polymers that are processed
in Europe is used for the production of packaging. In
2008, nanotechnology demanded over $15 billion in
worldwide research and development money (public
and private) and employed over 400 000 researchers
across the globe (Roco et al., 2010). In the food industry
polymers are the most frequently used for packaging of
food products. Their purpose is to keep the food fresh
for as long as creating a controlled atmosphere and to
prevent its deterioration. The polymers used for
packaging because of the ease in manufacturing,
chemical stability, inertness in contact with food, light
sterilization, aesthetic design and low weight. Polymers
which are most frequently used for food packaging
include, but are not limited to, polyolefins (over 90%)
as follows: polyethylene (PE) and various grades of
polyethylene such as high density polyethylene (HDPE)
and low density polyethylene (LDPE), polypropylene
(PP) polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polystyrene (PS)
and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Though polymers have
revolutionized the food industry and possess numerous
advantages over conventional materials, their major
drawback is an inherent permeability to gasses and
other small molecules. Some polymers are better than
others in this regard. PET, for example, provides a good
barrier to oxygen, while HDPE fares much worse. On
the other hand, HDPE offers a significantly better
barrier against water vapor than PET (Finnigan, 2009).
HDPE is used for packaging milk in bags and bottles.
LDPE is used for making plastic bags and containers for
general purposes. PP has excellent chemical resistance,
is strong and has the lowest density of the plastics used
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as packaging materials. It has a high melting point,
making it ideal for filling with hot liquids.
PET is a clear, strong and has good barrier properties
to gases and moisture. The use of PET to make
plastic bottles for carbonated drinks is increasing. It
has good resistance to heat, mineral oils, solvents and
acids. Frequently used as packaging film (mainly
made of PE, PP and PVC), containers (bottles, cans,
etc.) usually are made of PVC, PET and PE, a
polymer foam as a protective packaging (made of PS,
PE, polyurethane (PUR) and structural packaging
(boxes are made of PVC and PC).
About 70% of foil packaging in the European Union are
different polyethylenes. The properties of packaging
materials for food packaging includes mechanical,
thermal, and optical properties, then the barrier to
oxygen, carbon dioxide, moisture and flavor, and
antimicrobial. In recent decades, polymers replaced
conventional packaging materials (metals, glass, paper)
because of their functionality, they are lightweight, easy
to handle and their low price. The use of synthetic
polymer is present in all food packaging, they provide
mechanical, chemical and microbial protection of the
environment and allow the display of products.
Global production capacity for bioplastics was around
1.6 million tons in 2013, and it is predicted that the
production of bioplastics will increase to around 6.7
million tonnes by 2018. The leading field is partially biobased PET, which accounts for about 40% of global
production capacity of bioplastics in 2013. Forecasts are
that the application of bioplastics will expand to about 5
million tons by 2018. This would correspond to 75% of
the total capacity produced bioplastic (http://en.europeanbioplastics.org/market/market-development/productioncapacity/). Engineering nanoparticles refers to metals,
inorganic substances such as titanium dioxide, zinc
sulfide, zinc oxide and carbon-based fullerenes and their
derivatives and composits.
Polymer Nanocomposites
A nanocomposite is a multiphase material derived
from the combination of two or more components,
including a matrix (continuous phase) and a
discontinuous nano-dimensional phase with at least
one nano-sized dimension (i. e., with less than 100
nm). Mechanical, thermal, and properties of
nanocomposites often differ markedly from those of
their component materials. Polymer nanocomposites
promise a new crop of stronger, more heat resistant,
and high barriermaterials (Ludueńa et al., 2007).
Nanocomposites represent a new alternative to
conventional technologies for improving polymer
properties. Nanocomposites exhibit increased barrier
properties, increased mechanical strength, and

improved heat resistance compared to their neat
polymers and conventional composites.
Nanostructures can be classified according to the
number of dimensions at the nanometer level.
Nanospheres or nanoparticles have the three dimensions
in the nanoscale. Both nanowhiskers (nanorods) and
nanotubes have two nanometric dimensions, with the
difference that nanotubes are hollow, while
nanowhiskers are solid. Finally, nanosheets or
nanoplatelets have only one nano-sized dimension
(Alexandre and Dubois, 2000). Some types of
nanostructures can have multiple applications, and
sometimes applications can overlap, such as some
immobilized enzymes which can act as antimicrobial
components, oxygen scavengers and/or nanosensors.
Uniform dispersion of the filler in the polymer matrix
results in a very large interfacial area matrix/filler,
which reduces the mechanical movement of the matrix
and improves the mechanical, thermal (particularly the
glass transition temperature, Tg) and barrier properties.
Barier applications of polymer nanocomposites
Development
of
nano-composites
(inserting
nanomaterials in polymers) is a new strategy to
improve the physical properties of polymers,
including mechanical strength, thermal stability,
barrier properties to gases and biodegradation.
The most frequently used strategies to enhance
barrier properties are the use of polymer blends,
coating articles with high barrier materials, and the
use of multilayered films containing a high barrier
film. An effective high barrier material is aluminum
foil. Thin coatings of aluminum can be applied to
films and containers by several vapor deposition
technologies. Multilayers are formed by embedding a
thin layer of a high barrier material within layers of
structural polymers. Coatings and multilayers are
effective but their application is limited by the level
of adherence between the materials involved.
Polymers can also be added with suitable fillers to
form composites of enhanced barrier properties.
The most promising nano fillers are clay,
montmorillonite and kaolinite. Graphite nanosheets
are currently studied. The main emphasis is on the
development of high barrier properties to oxygen,
carbon dioxide, and water vapor for food packaging.
Reducing the water vapor permeability is a critical
issue in the development of biopolymer materials as a
sustainable packaging. No material is completely
impermeable to atmospheric gasses, water vapor, or
natural substances contained within the food being
packaged or even the packaging material itself. In
some applications, high barriers to migration or gas
diffusion are undesirable, such as in packages for
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fresh fruits and vegetables whose shelf life is
dependent on access to a continual supply of oxygen
for sustained cellular respiration. Plastics utilized for
carbonated beverage containers, on the other hand,
must have high oxygen and carbon dioxide barriers in
order to prevent oxidation and decarbonation of the
beverage contents (Finnigan, 2009).
Nanocomposites formation
Nanoclay technology relies on the high surface area of
clay platelets, in excess of 750 m2/g, and high aspect ratio
(100 to 500). There are 3 types of polymer-clay
formations, namely tactoid, intercalated, and exfoliated.
(Fig. 1). Tactoid structures remain in a polymer when the
interlayer space of the clay gallery does not expand,
usually due to its poor affinity with the polymer. No true
nanocomposites are formed this way. Intercalated
structures are obtained at moderate expansion of the clay
interlayer. In this case, interlayer spaces expand slightly
as polymer chains penetrate the basal spacing of clay, but
the shape of the layered stack remains. This is the result
of moderate affinity between polymer and clay.
In the case of exfoliated structures, clay clusters lose
their layered identity and are well separated into single
sheets within the continuous polymer phase. This is
due to a high affinity between polymer and clay.
Nano additives in materials for food packing
Nano additives in food packaging materials are
nanoparticles, nanotubes, nano-clay and nanofibers.
Nanoclay (layered silicates) are the most studied
nano additives/fillers, due to high availability, low
cost and good performance. The first publications on
the application of the composite polymer-nanoclay
food packaging dating back to 1990 (Ray et al.,
2006).
Typically clay for nanocomposites are usualy twodimensional plate, a very thin (typically about 1 nm) and
several micrometers in length. The most studied clay is
montmorillonite (MMT) which has a general chemical
formula (Na,Ca)0.33(Al,Mg)2(Si4O10)(OH)2·nH2O, a soft
2:1 layered phyllosilicate clay comprised of highly
anisotropic platelets separated by thin layers of water
(Weiss et al., 2006). The platelets have an average
thickness of about 1 nm and average lateral dimensions
ranging between a few tens of nm to several μm. Each
platelet contains a layer of aluminum or
magnesiumhydroxide octahedra sandwiched between
two layers of silicon oxide tetrahedra.
Montmorillonite is a 2:1 layered phyllosilicates, whose
boards have double-layer sheets of tetrahedral silica
filled with a central octahedral sheet of aluminum.
This type of clay has a moderately negative charge on
the surface of which is important for defining
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interlayer space. The imbalance of the surface negative
charge is compensated by exchangeable cations (Na+
and Ca2+). Parallel layers bind together a weak
electrostatic forces (Tan et al., 2008).
Hydrophilic surfaces of most of the clay makes it difficult
to disperse in organic matrices. Organoclay produced by
the interaction of clay and organic compounds are
important applications in polymer nanocomposites.
Organo-montorillonite have been produced by
exchanging inorganic cations of montmorillonite with
organic ammonium ions, improving compatibility of
montmorillonite with organic polymers, (Osman et al.,
2003) leading to a more regular organization of the layers
and decreasing the water uptake by the resulting
nanocomposite (Picard et al., 2007).
By adding of less than 5% improves the mechanical,
thermal properties (modulus of elasticity, rigidity,
dimensional stability), thermal stability, barrier
properties, and additional functional properties, UV
protection, controlled release components. The particles
can decrease the permeability of the clay and up to 75%.
Examples
of
polymer
nanocomposites
with
montmorillonite with improved barrier properties are
made of polymer matrix: polyamide, polystyrene,
polyolefins, polyethylene terephthalate, epoxy resins,
polyurethanes. Examples of these polymer composites are:
- Imperm® (Color Matrix Europe) - used in multilayer PET bottles and sheets for food and beverage
packaging to minimise permeation of O2 and loss of
CO2 from beverages.
- Duretham ® KU 2-2601 (LANXESS Deutschland
GmbH) - nanocomposite films based on polyamides
with improved properties when required better barrier
properties in packaging juices.
- Aegis® OX (Honeywell Polymers) a polymerised
nanocomposite film contains a blend of active and
passive nylon that incorporate active O2 scavengers
and passive nanocomposite clay particles to enhance
barrier properties.
In contrast to the nano composite tactoid structures
(conventional compositions), in which the tactoids of
polymer and the clay remain immiscible, by interaction of
layered silicates and polymer can form two types of
nanocomposites, a) exchangeable nanocomposites that
forms by penetration of the polymer chains in the
interlayer region of clay, producing a multi-layer furnished
structure with alternating polymer/inorganic layers (Weiss
et al., 2006) and b) stratified (exfoliated) nanocomposites
that involve penetration of extensive polymer with clay
layers delaminated and randomly dispersed in a polymer
matrix. Exfoliated nanocomposites show the best
performance for optimal interaction of clay-polymer
(Adame and Beall, 2009; Alexandre et al., 2009).
Cellulose filler are interesting materials for the
preparation of low-cost, lightweight and very strong
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nanocomposites (Helbert et al., 1996; Podsiadlo et al.,
2005). Cellulose chains are synthesized in living
organisms (many plants) as microfiber or nanofibrils and
they are bundles of elongated molecules (with a 2-20 nm
in diameter and micrometers in length) stabilized by
hydrogen bonds. Each microfiber formed from the
elementary fibrils has crystalline and amorphous regions.
The crystal parts are nanocrystals or nanosheets which
can be isolated by methods such as acid hydrolysis.
Microfiber can be seen as a series of sheets related by
amorphous domains that are taken as structural defects.
Similarly nanoclay, the presence of cellulosic filler
reduces the permeability of the polymer. In several works
it is experimentally obtained improvement barrier
properties of polymers with the addition of cellulosic
filler (Paralikar et al., 2008; Sanchez-Garcia et al., 2008).
Barrier properties are further increased if the filler is
less porous, well-dispersed in the matrix and the high
ratio of filler. Due to the hydrophilic surface of
cellulose, interaction between cellulose nanofiller and
hydrophilic matrices are generally satisfactory
(Bondeson and Oksman, 2007). On the other hand,
the incorporation of cellulosic nanofiller in the
hydrophobic matrix usually results in a weak
interactions filler-matrix (Hubbe et al., 2008) and filler
aggregate by hydrogen bonds (Freire et al., 2008).
Another disadvantage of the hydrophilic nature of
cellulosic nanofiller is a high absorption capacity of
water, which is undesirable in most applications.
Such problems can be minimized by various
modifications (hydrophobization) on the surface of
the cellulose by several reactions with hydroxyl
groups such as esterification (Mohanty et al., 2001)
and acylation with a fatty acid. The nanoparticles of
silica improve tension properties of polypropylene,
starch, starch/polyvinyl alcohol, except that the starch
reduces the water absorption and improves the barrier
to oxygen for polypropylene.
Biopolymers
Biopolymers have attracted great attention as a potential
replacement for conventional materials, plastic packaging
due to the increased interest in sustainable development.
Biopolymers are polymeric materials which are
biodegradable or have a composition of bio-based. The
carbon content in biopolymers derived from the
biological material in relation to the polymers in which
the carbon contents derived from the fossil resource.
Biopolymers include materials produced based on plants
(starch, cellulose, other polysaccharides, protein), animal
products (proteins, polysaccharides), microbial products
(polyhydroxybutyrate), and polymers synthesized
chemically from monomers of natural origin (polylactic
acid). Biopolymers are biodegradable materials, because

at least one step in the process of degradation appeared as
a result of metabolism of microorganisms that occur
naturally in the environment. Under certain conditions of
humidity, temperature and exposure to oxygen,
biodegradation leads to the decomposition and
degradation of the polymeric material to a non-toxic and
environmentally acceptable residue. Biopolymers as
packaging material is relatively poor material because of
its mechanical and barrier properties which currently
limits its industrial use. A particular challenge is the
development of moisture barrier properties because of the
hydrophilic nature of biopolymers. However, it has been
shown that the disadvantages of packaging materials
based on biopolymers can be reduce by application of
nanocomposites technology.
The use of biopolimer/biodegradable plastics is still
limited. The three main problems are: lower
mechanical, thermal and barrier properties,
processability and price. Other problems are the degree
of degradation under certain conditions, changes in the
mechanical properties during the disposal, the potential
growth of microorganisms and the release of harmful
substances.
However,
the
application
of
nanotechnology, ie. by incorporation of nanoparticles or
preparing polymer nanocomposites can help to
overcome these problems. The nanoparticles have a
high specific surface, and the advantage of ultra large
contact area per unit volume between the polymer
matrix and nanoelements, greater functionality per unit
weight and the lack of high surface energy which results
in agglomeration of the particles.
In order to benefit from the nanoparticles and obtain
specific functional properties of polymer nanocomposites
requires a good dispersion of nanoparticles. The final
properties of polymer nanocomposites depend on the
uniform dispersion of nanoparticles (no agglomeration).
Uniform dispersion of the nanoparticles depends on the
type nanoparticles (size, specific surface area), the
concentration of nanoparticles and polymer matrix type,
the interaction between the nanoparticles and polymer
matrix, and the manner of production (in solvent
evaporation, in situ polymerization, blending in the melt).
The challenge in obtaining new materials is the structure
of polymer nanocomposites with desired properties. The
application of nanotechnology in food packaging is still
in the development phase.
Bio-nanofibers such as chitosan, cellulose and collagen
have high specific surface area per unit of weight and
1000-times relative to the microfibers, excellent
mechanical properties and are lightweight. The fibers
may in some cases have superior properties compared
to traditional polymers and can be used in both cases,
either as a packaging material or as an additive to be
injected into the polymer matrix in order to achieve
additional functional properties.
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Fig. 1. Polymer clay morphologies (Arora and Padua, 2010)

Nano coating

Antimicrobial systems

Coatings based on nano-silica, nano-titanium, nanoaluminum may be: high barrier coatings that prevent
the permeability of gases, hydrophobic coatings that
enable self-cleaning, antimicrobial coatings for
hygiene areas. Edible films based on polysaccharides
are water soluble, inexpensive, reducing moisture
resistance, while based proteins have good
mechanical properties, good barrier properties to
oxygen, but a reduced resistance to moisture and
lipid-based show good resistance to moisture and
poor barrier properties for oxygen.
Polylactide (PLA) is a thermoplastic polyester which
is obtained from lactic acid by fermentation of corn
starch. This is a polymer with a high molecular
weight, transparent, brittle, well-processed, has a
high cost and can be recycled and composted.
Combining nanoclay and biopolymers such as
proteins and sugars can create potentially non-toxic
biodegradable and biocompatible material called
"green nanocomposite".
Metal nanoparticles such as silver, gold, zinc, iron,
nickel, titanium, palladium, iridium and platinum
(Őzkar and Finke, 2005; Zhang et al., 2003),
sometimes are used as catalysts, the most inert metals
are studied for use in medicine, for example in the
thermal treatment of tumors. Inorganic nanoparticles
of metal oxides TiO2, ZnO and ZnS, and carbon
nanotubes improves the mechanical and barrier
properties, enabling thermal and electrical
conductivity, additional functional properties such as
antimicrobial and UV protection (already present in
the market in sunscreen and cosmetic products) and
photocatalytic properties.

Antimicrobial food packaging systems have received
considerable attention since they help control the
growth of pathogenic and spoilage microorganisms
on food surfaces, where microbial growth
predominates. Antimicrobial nanocomposite systems
are particularly interesting, since materials in the
nanoscale range have a higher surface-to-volume
ratio when compared with their microscale
counterparts. Nanomaterials are thus more efficient,
since they are able to attach more copies of microbial
molecules and cells (Luo and Stutzenberger, 2008).
Nanoscale materials have been investigated for
antimicrobial activity as growth inhibitors (Cioffi et al.,
2005), killing agents (Stoimenov et al., 2002; Qi et al.,
2004; Huang et al., 2005; Kumar and Münstedt, 2005),
or antibiotic carriers (Gu et al., 2003).
Silver is well known for its strong toxicity to a wide
range of microorganisms (Liau et al., 1997), besides
some processing advantages such as high temperature
stability and low volatility (Kumar and Münstedt,
2005). Silver nanoparticles have been shown to be
effective antimicrobials, even more effective than larger
silver particles, thanks to their larger surface area
available for interaction with microbial cells (An et al.,
2008). In fact, the most common nanocomposites used
as antimicrobial films for food packaging are based on
silver nanoparticles, whose antimicrobial activity has
been ascribed to different mechanisms, namely: (a)
adhesion to the cell surface, degradation of
lipopolysaccharides and formation of „„pits‟‟ in the
membranes, largely increasing permeability (Sondi and
Salopek-Sondi, 2004), b) penetration inside bacterial
cell, damaging DNA (Li, Q. et al., 2008) and releasing
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antimicrobial Ag+ ions by dissolution of silver
nanoparticles (Morones et al., 2005).
The antimicrobial activity of silver based systems
depends on releasing of Ag+, which binds to electron
donor groups in biological molecules containing
sulphur, oxygen or nitrogen. Besides the
antimicrobial activity, silver nanoparticles have been
reported to absorb and decompose ethylene, which
may contribute to their effects on extending shelf life
of fruits and vegetables (Li, H. et al., 2009).
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is widely used as a
photocatalytic disinfecting material for surface coatings
(Fujishima et al., 2000). TiO2 photocatalysis, which
promotes peroxidation of the phospholipids present in
microbial cell membranes has been used to inactivate
food-related pathogenic bacteria.
Metal doping improves visible light absorbance of
TiO2 (Anpo et al., 2001) and increases its
photocatalytic activity under UV irradiation. It has
been demonstrated that doping TiO2 with silver
greatly improved photocatalytic bacterial inactivation
(Page et al., 2007). This is explained by Chen and
coworkers who have received effective antibacterial
activity of polyvinylchloride nanocomposites with
TiO2/Ag+ nanoparticles (Cheng et al., 2006).
Carbon nanotubes have also been reported to have
antibacterial properties. Direct contact with aggregates of
carbon nanotubes have been demonstrated to kill E. coli,
possibly because the long and thin nanotubes puncture
microbial cells, causing irreversible damages and leakage
of intracellular material (Kang et al. 2007). On the other
hand, there are studies suggesting that carbon nanotubes
may also be cytotoxic to human cells, at least when in
contact to skin or lungs, which would affect people
manipulating the nanotubes in processing stages rather
than consumers. Anyway, once present in the food
packaging material, the nanotubes might eventually
migrate into food. Then, it is mandatory to know any
eventual health effects of ingested carbon nanotubes.

Intelligent packaging
Intelligent packaging interacts with the environment,
indicates on a condition of packaged food, freshness,
presence of gases, controlled release of bioactive
compounds. A smart food packaging system may be
defined as a system that “perceives” some property of
the packaged food and uses some mechanism to
register and transmit information about the current
quality or safety status of the food. In this context,
nanostructures can be applied as reactive particles in
packaging materials. The so-called nanosensors may
be able to respond to environmental changes during
storage (e.g., temperature, relative humidity, oxygen
exposure), degradation products or microbial
contamination. Nanosensors are an indicator of the
quality of food (Bouwmeester et al., 2009).
Time-temperature integrators
Time- temperature indicators or integrators (TTIs)
are designed to monitor, record and translate whether
a certain food product is safe to be consumed, in
terms of its temperature history. This is particularly
important when food is stored in conditions other
than the optimal ones. For instance, if a product is
supposed to be frozen, a TTI can indicate whether it
had been inadequately exposed to higher
temperatures and the time of exposure. The
communication is usually manifested by a color
development (related to a temperature dependent
migration of a dye through a porous material) or a
color change (using a temperature dependent
chemical reaction or physical change) (Fig. 2)
Timestrip® has developed a system (iStrip) for
chilled foods, based on gold nanoparticles, which is
red at temperatures above freezing. Accidental
freezing leads to irreversible agglomeration of the
gold nanoparticles resulting in loss of the red color.

Fig. 2. Intelligent inks that change color with the temperature
(https://www.interempresas.net/Alimentaria/Articulos/30555-Envases-inteligentes-envases-que-comunican.html)
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Fig. 3. Indicators of leakage O2 and CO2 (above). Indicator of O2 (below)
(https://www.interempresas.net/Alimentaria/Articulos/30555-Envases-inteligentes-envases-que-comunican.html)

Indicators of leaks
Leak indicators based on oxygen and carbon dioxide
can be used to monitor the quality of food (Fig. 3).
These indicators have a change of colour as a result
of a chemical or enzymatic reaction by the presence
or absence of these gases.
There has been an increasing interest to develop nontoxic and irreversible O2 sensors to assure O2 absence in
oxygen-free food packaging systems, such as packaging
under vacuum or nitrogen. Lee et al. (2005) developed
an UV-activated colorimetric O2 indicator which uses
TiO2 nanoparticles to photosensitize the reduction of
methylene blue (MB) by triethanolamine in a polymer
encapsulation medium using UVA light. Upon UV
irradiation, the sensor bleaches and remains colorless
until it is exposed to oxygen, when its original blue
color is restored. The rate of color recovery is
proportional to the level of oxygen exposure.

Conclusions
Applications of nanotechnology in food packaging
sector are related to improve the properties of
packaging and to mechanical, thermal and barrier,
biodegradabile, improve the durability of packed
products. Polymers are one of the most widely
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used material in the human environment. Polymer
industry each year increase in the production of
these materials, mainly in the food industry, and
slightly lower growth in the rest industrial
branches. The use of polymers on a global level is
a very small risk to health and the environment.
Harmful effect should not be neglected, but further
research and development of other polymers with a
much lower environmental impact. Polymers are an
essential material of the future, and because of that
reason their use will grow and expand it. The
polymer and biopolymer nanocomposites promise
competitive and eco-sustainable solutions for food
packaging. Smart and intelligent packaging
increases the hygienic safety and regularity of
packed food, reducing waste generation by
extending the shelf life of food packaged products.
Greater use of polymer-nanocomposite in industry
in Europe is going very slowly, and the main
reasons are: the cost price of materials and
processing, restrictions due to legislation,
acceptance by customers in the market, lack of
knowledge about the effectiveness and impact of
nanoparticles on the environment and on human
health, the potential risk due to migration of
nanoparticles in food, and balance between the use
of biomass for the production of materials or food.
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